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Saturday, May  3. 2008

AFKIM: Instant Messenger for PSP  v3.3.4

Hi all,

Here is a new release of AFKIM (Away From the Keyboard Instant Messenger), the instant messaging application for
PSP written by Danzel !
(see  http://localhost.geek.nz/)

This version fix several bugs due to changes in bitlbee messages and default settings, and IR keyboard is now working
with fw >= 3.80.

Here is the full change log :

- Fix issue with ICQ / AOL account icon / login stuff
  (due to bitlbee server changes)
- Fix IR keyboard issue with fw >= 3.80 for FAT PSP
  (thanks to Angelo)
- Fix online status issue

For those who encountered the "resolving" loop message, you have to replace the name of the server in the
im.bitlbee.cfg by the corresponding IP address  (for example im.bitlbee.org -> 195.85.225.201)

afkim-v3.3.4-fw3x.zip

afkim-v3.3.4-src.zip

afkim-v3.3.4-fw15.zip

 Enjoy,

         Zx.

If you want to discuss on this emulator, you can do it there :
zx81's forum on dcemu network  or zx81's forum on qj.net

 Posted by zx-81 in Messenger at 19:55

one of the best psp homebrew out there, and probably my most used homebrew.

a nice feature to add though, would be message logging. like if afkim could create a seperate txt file to output to. this would be
especially useful since you can scroll up and down through a conversation, and because conversations are lost when the other
person logs off.

hope to see better and better versions of this great program ^^
    Coolie4 on May  5 2008, 05:45

It could be nice to add such features 

Zx
    zx-81 on May  6 2008, 08:43

keep getting a connection error then it restarts my psp \=
    Bob on May 11 2008, 05:07
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And using this version :
http://zx81.zx81.free.fr/public/psp/afkim/afkim-v3.3.4-fw3x-dns.zip

Zx
    zx-81 on May 11 2008, 10:15

i'm getting the same connection error after i change the IP in the .cfg file
    Bob on May 19 2008, 23:49

Then you might try this version :
http://zx81.zx81.free.fr/public/psp/afkim/afkim-v3.3.4-fw3x-dns.zip

Zx
    zx-81 on May 20 2008, 08:16

Great Work
Will you add soon the support of the PSP Keyboard like PSPTube because i hate that one with afkim ?
    Sakacoco on Jun  4 2008, 21:06

Hi,

Danzeff is the best virtual keyboard ... btw if you have fat, then you can buy a real IR keyboard 

Zx
    zx-81 on Jun  4 2008, 22:42

Hey,

Great stuff you have here, but i'm currently having some trouble. How do i sign up for the account with the Bilt thingy? Help
appreciated,thanks!
    Anonymous on Jun 12 2008, 22:26

i'd also like to chime in for some sort of logging function. or at the very least, when someone goes offline, you shouldn't completely
lose your recent convo with them.
    kameko on Jun 21 2008, 13:14

I beg you please update this for CFW 4.01M33 I love this app it's the only one I use.
    Jam on Jun 29 2008, 09:52

I haven't installed 4.01 cfw (and i don't know if i will do it soon, i'm waitting for 1.5 support, and a hack for better performance on 
Memory stick read/write for FAT),

Zx

PS: Have you tried to put it in game4xx folder instead of 380 ?
    zx-81 on Jun 29 2008, 11:33

It's in the Game folder as it was in when I had CFW3.90M33
Everything else works fine.  I even grabbed PSPVSN to temporarily use the computers yahoo messenger, worked fine in the Game
folder - same one that Afkim is in. (my aunt freaked when she went to use the computer and no one was around but it was typing and
responding to IM's.)

Afkim loads up ok, i select my wifi but then it keeps attempting wifi, even if I'm logged in the chat window just continues to fill with it. 
I'm sure it's saying more than that but the window becomes overlapping and cluttered I can't read it after 2 seconds.
    Jam on Jun 30 2008, 05:53

Ok created a Game4xx folder and tried to run it from there ---
same problem.  

Here is a picture of what my chat window looks like.

http://www.4shared.com/dir/7879173/2d4ba8b0/afkimglitch.html
    Jam on Jun 30 2008, 06:04

Big thanks for your feedback, i've installed 4.01-m33 myself and i will investigate this nauty bug ,

Thanks again,

Zx
    zx-81 on Jun 30 2008, 08:59
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No thank you, I wouldn't know where to begin to make an application nor do I have the patience.  I will be donating once I have
money in the account again. 10 Euro.

Hey if you can make an app that lets me watch videos from streaming sites such as www.surfthechannel.com or tv-links.cc I'll throw
ya another 20 euro.

PSPTUBE - bah who wants to watch most of the retarded shit on their I'd rather watch paid actors.  Only thing youtube is good for is
instructional videos.
    Jam on Jun 30 2008, 10:18

Please ZX... make a version compatible with CF 4.01 M33 or futures updates... I mean... this is the best PSP Homebrew and I have
also the same bug... 

I hope you an make it soon ... 

Thanks ZX for this homebrew ... You are the best !!
    B0B on Jun 30 2008, 20:39

It seems to appear only on psp slim, 

Zx
    zx-81 on Jun 30 2008, 22:22

Can u fix it ?
    Anonymous on Jun 30 2008, 23:33

It's fixed in 3.3.5 

Zx
    zx-81 on Jun 30 2008, 23:52

where i can download AFMIK v. 3.3.5?
    Anonymous on Jul  1 2008, 00:50

You can download here http://zx81.zx81.free.fr/serendipity/index.php?/categories/29-Applications.

Thanks Zx I get paid tomorrow and I'll be able to donate ya the 10Eu on Wednesday.   Remember you make an app for watching
surfthechannel.com and tv-links.cc and I'll toss ya another 20Eu.
    Jam on Jul  1 2008, 01:19

STILL WITH THE SAME PROBLEM 
    Anonymous on Jul  1 2008, 01:43

Did you delete the old Afkim or just do a copyover?  When I did copyover it didn't work but when I deleted the whole folder of Afkim
and replaced it with the new one it worked fine.

Don't forget to go into bitlblee.cfg and add your server/username/password

And remember drive:/PSP/Game/Afkim
    Jam on Jul  1 2008, 05:39
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